POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT

TITLE CAVE AND KARST MANAGEMENT SCIENTIST III

DEPT NCKRI

REG ✓ TEMP ❑ FULL TIME ✓ PART TIME ❑

STARTING RATE or SALARY RANGE $63,600-$77,239

Employees being promoted to a higher classified position receive the minimum for the position or a pay rate adjustment of 8% whichever is greater.

*INTERNAL POSTING THROUGH: Concurrent* CONSIDERATION WILL BE GIVEN FIRST TO TEMPORARY AND REGULAR TECH EMPLOYEES WHO APPLY WITHIN THE 7 DAY INTERNAL POSTING. APPLICATIONS RECEIVED AFTER THE 7 DAY POSTING MARGIN WILL BE CONSIDERED WITH OTHER OUTSIDE APPLICANTS.

JOB DUTIES:
Serves as the NCKRI expert on the multidisciplinary management of caves and karst (C&K) systems: Primarily dedicated to providing professional leadership, advise, technical assistance, and guidance to staffs of the US National Park Service Natural Resource Stewardship and Science directorate, parks, and regions, concerning the preservation and management of NPS cave and karst resources. As requested within the scope of the balance of time, provides similar professional assistance to other Federal, State, local and private groups involved in a wide multidisciplinary range of C&K resource matters. Conducts, supports, and facilitates C&K management research at NCKRI. Performs other NCKRI tasks as assigned.

REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS:
Bachelor’s degree required, Area of Study: Physical sciences, and/or environmental management. 5 years’ of related experience required. Expert and adaptive multidisciplinary C&K knowledge, ability to apply scientific research methods to develop resource management and research programs. Excellent ability to communicate C&K needs, goals, science, and policy, professionally orally and in writing with standard professional computer software skills required. Skills to plan and conduct credible C&K management, research, and training programs in cost-effective, efficient, timely, and professional ways. Knowledge of NPS policies, federal laws, and guidelines relating to cave and karst management to develop and evaluate programs, and advise management desired. Expert knowledge of cave mapping and inventory techniques, and ability to conduct and coordinate cave surveys to maintain precise and accurate cave inventories desired.

Apply to: New Mexico Tech, Human Resources 801 Leroy Pl. Brown Hall Box 009, Socorro, NM 87801-4796